Oberammergau And Its Passion Play

Oberammergau and Its Passion Play: Hermine Diemer 2018-02-02 Excerpt from Oberammergau and Its Passion Play: A Retrospect of the History of Oberammergau and Its Passion Play From the Commencement Up to the Present Day, Also Full Description of the Country and the Manners and Customs of the People. Let us then go thither, to this beautiful favoured land, where glorious moun
tain scenery is the cradle of an upright, steadfast and capable race, among whom religion and loyalty go hand in hand, with a vigour which is hereditary, and with a strict adherence to tradition. Suppose we make the beautiful capital of Bavaria our starting point. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.

Oberammergau and Its Passion Play: Hermine von Hillern Diemer 1900

A Pilgrim’s Guide to Oberammergau and Its Passion Play: Raymond Goodburn 2019-10-25 A vital help in preparation before your Passion Play Oberammergau 2020 visit, then to enable you to make the most of your time during your stay in Oberammergau. This handy guide will be a valuable reference whilst you are there and for the future a splendidly colourful souvenir of a memorable experience. THE OBERAMMERGAU STORY: The historical background, traditions and development of the Passion Play from 1634 in the centuries since, leading to its relevance today. The organisation and administration of the Play and its impact on the village and the area. THE THEATRE: Behind the scenes. The wardrobe rooms and “props.” The Stage. The history of the building, and the recent renovations and alterations. THE PEOPLE: The creative team behind the play, and its impact on the many local families whose history is most closely associated with the Passion Play. The leading actors you will see in the Passion Play Oberammergau 2020 have already been selected. All are briefly profiled in this new edition. A SYNOPSIS OF THE PLAY: The sequence of the acts and scenes, with the Old Testament Tableaux, are described. Most importantly, this will enable the story to be followed without difficulty. THE VILLAGE AND AREA: What to see in the village and the surrounding area including many of the places holidaymakers will visit en route to or from Oberammergau. The new expanded edition includes more of the Romantic Road, Munich, and the Austrian Tyrol. FINALY - Much practical information. Maps of the village and wider area. Hints on what to buy. Ticket and performance details. Accommodation arrangements etc.

Oberammergau and Its Passion Play 1960
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Oberammergau and Its Passion Play 1950

James Shapiro 2007-12-18 The Bavarian village of Oberammergau has staged the trial, crucifixion, and resurrection of Christ nearly every decade since 1634. Each production of the Passion Play attracts hundreds of thousands, many drawn by the spiritual benefits it promises. Yet Hitler called it a disgusting portrayal of the menace of Jewry, and in 1970 a group of international luminaries boycotted the play for its anti-Semitism. As the production for the year 2000 drew near, James Shapiro was there to document the newest wave of obstacles that faced the determined Bavarian villagers. Erudite and judicious, Oberammergau is a fascinating and important look at the unpredictable and sometimes tragic relationship between art and society, belief and tolerance, religion and politics.

Oberammergau and Its Passion Play: Elisabeth H. Corinthi 1960

The Passion Play: Rob Fuquay 2019-07-02 With few exceptions, the Oberammergau Passion Play has been presented by the inhabitants of the village of Oberammergau, Bavaria, Germany every 10 years since 1634. The play is a staging of Jesus’ Passion story, covering the final period of his life from his visit to Jerusalem to the journey to the cross. In his new book and study, The Passion Play: Living the Story of Christ’s Last Days, author and pastor Rob Fuquay follows the biblical story of the Passion and how it has been experienced through the centuries against the backdrop of this amazing play. Perfect for Lent, this study takes you on a journey to the origins of the Passion Play and helps you understand how the play has been used both as a ritual of praise and later as a weapon through its anti-Semitic past. The book and study help readers and small groups feel a sense of connection to the play while recognizing their own place in the story of Jesus. Additional components for a six-week study include a DVD featuring Rob Fuquay filmed on location in Oberammergau, Germany and a comprehensive Leader Guide.
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Every Pilgrim’s Guide To Oberammergau And Its Passion Play: Michael Counsell 2008-10-01 This illustrated pocket sized guide and companion includes: the history and background of the Oberammergau Passion Play, a scene by scene description with relevant Bible readings, a complete travel guide to Oberammergau and places of interest nearby, practical tips for travelling in Germany, a simple language guide, maps and a street plan, colour sections and b/w photographs throughout.
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The Passion Play at Oberammergau-Louis L. Williams 1970

Oberammergau 2010-Raymond Goodburn 2010 This book was produced for the Passion Play in 2010, and can trace its format back to guides that were published for the 1970, 1980, 1990 and 2000 Plays. It is concise, informative and full of color. All of the historical background and traditions, from the first Passion Play to be performed in Oberammergau in 1634 up to the present day. The Text, Music, Tableaux and Stage Sets, the Theater, and the key people who direct, design and perform the Play. There is a tour of this beautiful alpine village, and brief descriptions of visits that can be made in the surrounding area. Finally, there is a Synopsis of the Passion Play. Illustrated throughout with pictures from past performances.

Oberammergau and Its Passion Play-Hermine von Hillern Diemer 1900

Oberammergau and Its Passion Play-Hermine Hüllern 1922

Oberammergau and Its Passion Play-Hermine Charlotte Justine Elisabeth Hüllern 1922

Oberammergau and Its Passion-Play. a Retrospect of the History of Oberammergau and Its Passion Play from the Commencement Up to the Present Day, Also Hermine Diemer 2018-02-19 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Oberammergau and Its Passion-Play. a Retrospect of the History of Oberammergau and Its Passion Play from the Commencement Up to the Present Day, Also Full Description of the Country and the Manners and Customs of the People-Hermine 1859-1924 Diemer 2015-09-09 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
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Thank you completely much for downloading Oberammergau and Its Passion Play. Most likely you have knowledge that, people have see numerous times for their favorite books later than this Oberammergau and Its Passion Play, but end stirring in harmful downloads.

Rather than enjoying a fine book taking into consideration a cup of coffee in the afternoon, instead they juggled taking into consideration some harmful virus inside their computer. Oberammergau and Its Passion Play is approachable in our digital library an online admission to it is set as public as a result you can download it instantly. Our digital library saves in complex countries, allowing you to get the most less latency era to download any of our books as soon as this one. Merely said, the Oberammergau and Its Passion Play is universally compatible when any devices to read.